THEIR EXITS AND THEIR ENTRANCES
been a riot in June, but here was September, and the grace of God
had forsaken her.
And like the Military Tailors, I also had a point of view- For
if after three years of war it would have been difficult to find a
go.od home for a female cat, beautiful and lustful, it was a thousand
times more difficult, next to impossible, to find a good home for
a female cat unwillingly displaying full proof that she was lustful.
Of course I would gladly have taken her along to the new London
home waiting for me in Albany, but cats were barely welcome
there even if they were altered Toms, behaving with neutered
decorum and kept carefully under control. Useless to pretend
that Josephine, after the freedom of garden and meadow, could
either behave with decorum or be kept under any control
whatsoever.
Desperately, then, I set myself to the job of finding somewhere,
somehow, someone kind and loving who would have no objection.
Someone, moreover, who had not already got a cat, or a dog who
would never stand for a cat.   In vain I exploited her charm for all
it was worth; described eloquently (but of course without letting
the girl be on view) her great black ruff and deep golden glowing
eyes.   I vowed that she was affectionate, and did not add "when
it suits her which isn't often". ' I maintained that she ate anything
and was grateful, and the first part of this was true, but not the
second.   I plugged my willingness to pay a weekly sum for her
keep  and  maintenance.    My blurbs incorporated the words:
"domestic, purring, hob, gende, semi-persian, spotlessly clean,
such company", etc.;   but never the words:   "jungle habits,
callous indifference, uncontrollable, capricious and cruel".   Cruel
. . . she would lie for hours on the window-seat watching the
birds, the tip of her litde pointed red tongue showing, her teeth
making a sinister chatter, her great thick tail slowly lashing from
side to side . . . By judicious bowdlerizing of what was, after all, a
perfectly natural edition of cat, I could make her sound a creature
all soft paws and woofy seduction.  But it was all no use.  Nobody
would give a home to Josephine's life-giving potentialities, and
especially not in war-tune:
"Is it a male? No? Ohdearl I'd have taken it if it had been
a male. I'm so sorry. I was wanting a cat, but you know what
it is, hard enough to get to sleep nowadays what with the planes
and things, without a lot of Toms flocking round and yowling;
my husbafcid wants all the sleep he can get/9

